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ABSTRACT 
 Public universities who participate in the National Collegiate Athletic Association 
(NCAA) Division I Football Bowl Subdivision produce and air university TV spots during 
televised college football games.  The purpose of this research was to analyze TV spots of public 
universities who participate in the National Collegiate Athletic Association (NCAA) Division I 
Football Bowl Subdivision and determine if university TV spots were successful based on the 
official theme from the university and how the viewing audience perceived the university TV 
spot. 
 This research used a qualitative paradigm that involved two phases:  Phase I was a 
content analysis followed by Phase II, which was one-on-one interviews.  ESPN’s College 
GameDay was used to collect a group of university TV spots.  A purposeful sample was then 
used to select nine university TV spots that would be used in the research.  The university TV 
spots were captured during the televised college football games.  Nine participants were 
purposefully selected to participate in one-on-one interviews.  Finally, each university 
represented in the sample was contacted to receive the official theme assigned by the university 
official.   
 In this research, the researcher found that some university TV spots successfully 
communicated their official theme assigned by their university officials and some did not 
communicate their university TV spot successfully.  This research has analyzed the success of 
university TV spots by determining the compatibility of the university official theme with the 
viewers’ perceived themes.  With such a large viewing audience for approximately 30 seconds of 
airtime and university funding associated with producing or outsourcing university TV spots, the 
	  vii 
results of this research warrants the significance of understanding university TV spots as well as 
continued research on university TV spots.   
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CHAPTER 1 
INTRODUCTION 
 
Rationale 
Institutions of higher education have evolved throughout its history.  There are different 
aspects that were changed, added, or deleted.  One of these aspects is the ability to utilize 
commercial opportunities.  Universities use advertising opportunities to communicate a message 
about the university.  Today, external influences such as state and national economies have 
driven universities to participate in radio and TV spots, billboards, and Internet advertisements  
(Weisbrod, Ballou, & Asch, 2008).  The results of participating in advertising opportunities is 
that it can provide universities with increased alternative revenues, rebalanced student 
demographics, and increased tuition revenue (Lyall & Sell, 2006; Weisbrod, Ballou, & Asch, 
2008).  Some scholars argue that universities should stay away from markets and commerce 
believing that universities are to search for truth and knowledge rather than material wealth 
(Bok, 2003; Washburn, 2005).  This belief describes how different universities are from entities 
that mostly inhabit markets and commerce.  Corporations have a long history with markets and 
commerce and have exemplified how universities can navigate markets and commerce (Bok, 
2003).  Universities can follow corporations that have successfully responded to consumers by 
providing products and services based on consumer demand.  The results can enable a university 
to sustain and eventually grow over time while participating in markets and commerce (Bok, 
2003).   
A public university whose college football team participates in the National Collegiate 
Athletic Association’s (NCAA) Division I Football Bowl Subdivision is exposed to markets and 
commerce.  Markets and this particular brand of college football have expanded what was once a 
small commercial opportunity into a large commercial spectacle today.  Evidence of this 
	  2 
phenomenon can be seen through public universities licensing their logos and producing and 
airing TV spots.  Activities such as these two examples are a result of public universities 
participating in markets and commerce.  The NCAA (2011) distinguishes the 120 member 
Division I Football Bowl Subdivision (FBS) as a group that: 
Uses the postseason bowl system rather than a playoff to determine a national champion 
in football.  FBS members must comply with higher standards for sports sponsorship (the 
overall program must offer 16 teams rather than the 14 required of other Division I 
members), football scheduling, and overall financial aid.  In addition, FBS members must 
meet minimum attendance standards in football. 
 
Each fall, stadiums across the United States fill up with fans by the thousands to watch 
their team compete in a college football game, and it also includes millions of fans watching via 
radio, television, and Internet (Weisbrod, Ballou, & Asch, 2008).  NCAA Division I Football 
Bowl Subdivision college football games are some of the most popular televised sporting events 
(Oriard, 2009).  Broadcast companies like ABC, CBS, and ESPN air NCAA Division I Football 
Bowl Subdivision college football games via cable television, satellite television, and Internet 
websites.  Each game provides live and unscripted entertainment, and as a result, dramatic things 
can happen at any moment making it appealing to the audience (Wenner, 1989).  In addition to 
drawing large audiences, this brand of college football generates millions of dollars in revenue 
each year compared to any other NCAA division of college football.  The result is that this brand 
of college football is more attractive to broadcast companies.  The benefit to the public university 
is that college football generates half of all the media attention for the institution (Weisbrod, 
Ballou, & Asch, 2008).   
The commercialization of college football has been around as long as the sport itself 
(Oriard, 2009).  Media coverage has fueled the commercialization of college football through 
radio, television, and Internet coverage (McChesney, 1989).  Proponents of commercialized 
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college football believe that the media attention attracts more applicants and better students, 
inspires alumni to give more money to their alma mater, and increases institutional loyalty (Bok, 
2003; Weisbrod, Ballou, & Asch, 2008).  Commercialization has provided opportunities for 
corporations and organizations to advertise during college football games.  Broadcast companies 
sell designated airtime during college football games to corporations and organizations so that 
they can communicate their products or services with the viewing audience.  Revenues generated 
from the sell of commercial airtime support the broadcast companies ability to air college 
football games.  For 30 seconds of commercial airtime during a college football game on ABC, it 
can cost a company $100,000 (Crupi, 2011).  During today’s televised college football games, 
universities are provided free airtime for airing their own TV spot.  Usually, it is contractual 
between a university or a conference in which the university is a member and the broadcast 
company.  This advertising opportunity is one of the biggest viewing audiences for a university.   
The history of college football describes how the sport became a commercialized event.  
From college football’s beginnings, the popularity of the sport was accompanied by media 
coverage (McChesney, 1989).  It was in the 1920s that college football started being broadcast 
via radio, and in the 1930s, college football began to utilize the airwaves financially.  
Immediately after World War II, universities took full advantage of broadcasting college football 
games as television became commercially successful.  By the 1950s, television sales from 
college football broadcasts were out growing radio sales (Smith, 2001).  Administrators became 
concerned with college football gate receipts as a result of all the broadcast opportunities, but the 
concern was short lived as fans continued to fill stadiums no matter the media coverage.  Today, 
no other college sport is as strongly involved with radio and television as college football (Smith, 
2001).  Beginning in 1951, the National Collegiate Athletic Association sold its broadcast rights 
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for $679,800.  The following decades showed an increase in revenue:  $3.1 million in 1961, $12 
million in 1971, and $31 million in 1981 (de Oca, 2008).   
 The commercialization of college football provides the platform for university TV spots.  
Each university determines the process of organizing and producing its university TV spot.  
Although the origination resides with each university, a generalized description of the university 
TV spot’s organization and production provides insight to studying university TV spots.  
According to Dr. Holly Cullen (2011), Assistant Vice Chancellor of Public Affairs, a university 
will begin by choosing to outsource the university TV spot or create the university TV spot in-
house (H. Cullen to author, personal communication stated on September 14, 2011).  Then a 
university official is responsible for approving the focus of the university TV spot (H. Cullen to 
author, personal communication stated on September 14, 2011).  In a university TV spot, there is 
both visual and audio communication.  The visual aspect can include pictures, video, logos, and 
other types of graphics.  The audio aspect can include people talking, music, and other types of 
sounds.  The allotted airtime for each university TV spot is approximately 30 seconds in length, 
and each participating university receives airtime during the commercial advertising portion of 
each college football game (H. Cullen to author, personal communication stated on September 
14, 2011).  Because of the popularity of college football and because of the national attention 
given to college football, more focus on university TV spots by higher education researchers is 
warranted.  The results of this research will guide future strategies used by universities to 
organize and produce university TV spots. 
 The typical mission for a public university is to provide instruction, research, and service 
to its constituents (Weisbrod, Ballou, & Asch, 2008).  There are a variety of avenues for public 
universities to advertise and communicate messages to its constituents.  Commercialized college 
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football, specifically the National Collegiate Athletic Association’s (NCAA) Division I Football 
Bowl Subdivision, provides a platform for public universities to communicate an approximate 30 
second message to a large audience.  With such a small window of opportunity, it is important to 
understand the messages that public universities are communicating to such a large audience.   
Purpose Statement 
 The purpose of this research was to analyze TV spots of public universities who 
participate in the National Collegiate Athletic Association (NCAA) Division I Football Bowl 
Subdivision and determine if university TV spots were successful based on the official theme 
from the university and how the viewing audience perceived the university TV spot. 
Objectives and Procedures 
Public universities continue to strategically organize and produce university TV spots for 
broadcast companies to air during live, televised college football games.  The focus of this 
research is to determine if university TV spots are successful or unsuccessful based on the 
official theme assigned by the university and how viewers perceive the TV spot.  This process 
begins with collecting the actual university TV spot as it occurs during the college football game 
and collecting the official theme of the university TV spot assigned by the university.  The 
official theme provides an overall theme to the university TV spot.  The first phase in the 
methodology involves conducting a content analysis for emerging themes, and then the next 
phase of the methodology involves conducting one-on-one interviews of participants.  After 
identifying emerging themes from the content analysis, codes appointed to each thematic 
category.  The second phase entails collecting and transcribing the data from one-on-one 
interviews of participants.  The one-on-one interview data is analyzed based on the themes and 
codes from the content analysis.  Finally, the themes from the content analysis and one-on-one 
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interviews are triangulated with the official them assigned by the university.  If correspondence 
exists between the university’s official theme and the themes identified from the content analysis 
and one-on-one interviews, then that particular university TV spot is successful.  If a 
correspondence does not exist between the university official theme and the themes identified 
from the content analysis and one-on-one interviews, then that particular university TV spot is 
unsuccessful.   
Research Questions 
Are university TV spots from public universities that participate in the National 
Collegiate Athletic Conference’s (NCAA) Division I Football Bowl Subdivision successful 
based on the university’s official theme and how viewers perceive the TV spot?   
• What is the official theme the university has assigned for university TV spot?   
• What themes do viewers perceive? 
• How do viewer-perceived themes correspond with the official theme assigned by the 
university? 
Definition of Terms 
1. University TV Spot – a video of various visuals and audios compiled into approximately 
30 seconds that is aired during a live, televised college football game (researcher 
defined).  
2. University Official – a person who is a spokesperson for the university concerning the 
official theme of the university TV spot (researcher defined). 
3. Media Outlet – a medium by which live, televised college football games are aired to 
viewers (researcher defined). 
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4. Broadcast Company – a company that has contracted the right to air a college football 
game over a selected media outlet/s (researcher defined). 
5. University Official Theme– the overall theme of the university TV spot assigned by the 
university or university official (researcher defined).   
6. Successful  – achieving of desired results (Cambridge Dictionaries Online). 
7. Successful University TV Spot – correspondence between the university official theme 
and the themes identified from the content analysis and one-on-one interviews 
(researcher defined). 
8. Unsuccessful University TV Spot – no correspondence between the university official 
theme and the themes identified from the content analysis and one-on-one interviews 
(researcher defined).   
Significance of the Research 
 As mentioned earlier, the popularity of college football and national attention given to 
college football provide a platform for public universities to advertise to a viewing audience.  
Specifically, public universities that participate in the National Collegiate Athletic Association 
(NCAA) Division I Football Bowl Subdivision have a greater opportunity to have their 
university TV spot exposed to a national audience than any other NCAA division.  Moreover, 
several universities in the NCAA Division I Football Bowl Subdivision are grouped together 
with other universities called conferences.  Some conferences establish contracts with broadcast 
companies, which provide national television coverage on a regular basis for those college 
football teams.  The national viewing audience along with the small window of airtime for a 
university TV spot ascertains the importance of understanding what is being communicated and 
how viewers perceive what is communicated.  Additionally, university officials can use the 
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results of this research for guidance on strategically organizing and producing future university 
TV spots.  During a time when state and national economies are affecting funding at public 
universities, it is important to determine the success of university activities.  Through this 
research, the researcher hopes to better understand the university TV spot and gain practical 
knowledge for real world implications. 
Limitations 
 The research is limited because it is based nine participants’ perceptions and public 
universities classified by the Carnegie Basic Classification of Institutions of Higher Education as 
very high research activity that have football teams that participate in the National Collegiate 
Athletic Association (NCAA) Division I Football Bowl Subdivision.  Therefore, generalizations 
about universities beyond this sample would not be recommended.  Researchers can learn from 
this research by examining concepts and their relationships and decide if the research is 
transferable to their situation by looking at the process of this research.   
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CHAPTER 2 
LITERATURE REVIEW 
 
 University TV spots aired during televised college football games are a visible and 
audible activity for public universities.  There is a history and a purpose to how public 
universities became involved with TV spots.  Before determining whether university TV spots 
are successful or not, a literature review concerning the history and purpose of university TV 
spots provides insight and understanding for this research.  The literature review will begin with 
a brief discussion that examines the transition of college football media coverage from 
newspaper to radio to television.  Next, a discussion of the significance of college football, both 
institutionally and socially, is provided.  Finally, a discussion of advertising and markets as it 
relates to universities and components of the communication model is provided.  The conclusion 
will also include examples of higher education research that utilized a content analysis.       
College Football and Mass Media 
 College football today is second only to the National Football League in percentage of 
Americans that identified themselves as fans (Oriard, 2009).  Long before the first televised 
college football game, college football was seen as an athletic competition that developed 
qualities of good citizenship and self-discipline for undergraduates (Zemsky, Wegner, & Massy, 
2005).  The participants of the first college football games were colleges such as Harvard, Yale, 
and Princeton.  There were no paying spectators or television crews at the very first college 
football game.  The modest beginnings of college football would slowly begin to transition from 
a contest to a spectacle (Bok, 2003; Oriard, 1993).  An example of this transition was the 
decision to move a game between Yale and Princeton in 1876 to an off-campus location on 
Thanksgiving Day.  The large audience attracted to this matchup provided benefits to the 
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universities.  The contest resulted in attracting students, retaining alumni interest, and generating 
revenues (Oriard, 1993).   
 As college football began to grow in popularity, the print media became interested in the 
events.  Newspaper coverage is what entrenched college football into American colleges (Falk, 
2005).  Newspaper only introduced the commercialization of college football.  Radio coverage 
took the next step commercializing college football all the way up until World War II.  
Thereafter, television would start to make its mark on college football.  It was television 
coverage that commercialized college football more than any other media type (Falk, 2005).  
Today, college football provides unmatched publicity for the university and has become a 
television marvel as a result of its commercialization (Falk, 2005).  Moreover, college football at 
public universities who participate in the National Collegiate Athletic Association (NCAA) 
Division I Football Bowl Subdivision have lead this transition of college football into a major 
entertainment event.  Each Saturday in the fall, fans of college football games visit these 
university campuses by the thousands and fill enormous stadiums to the capacity.  The fan 
attraction to these universities does more than fill enormous stadiums.  It also entices broadcast 
companies to take the live college football games into the homes all across the United States.  
Today, broadcast companies can choose from a variety of mediums to telecast college football 
games.  Whether it is cable, satellite, or the Internet, millions of fans have the opportunity to 
watch their favorite college football team no matter their location (Toma, 1999).   
 Media coverage led the transition of college football into commercialized event.  Even 
during the early phases of college football, people viewed college football as an agent for 
building universities, and that the coach was a key to its success (Oriard, 2009).  The Princeton 
Chicago radio broadcast in 1922 was one of the first interregional college football games.  It 
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promoted college football and brought financial rewards to radio stations and networks.  This 
example illustrates how radio intensified the commercialization of college football (Smith, 
2001).  During this era of college football, some university presidents wanted to eliminate 
college football due its controversies, but college football was popular with students and alumni.  
College football was viewed as providing good publicity for university and assisted in attracting 
students to the university (Bok, 2003).  People were noticing that college football was potentially 
a profitable mass entertainment venture as well as a marketing vehicle for the university (Oriard, 
2009).  In many ways, college football provided identity for the university and created loyalty 
among its students, alumni, area residents, businesses, and donors.  It would all eventually 
translate into advertising, student recruitment, and donations (Weisbrod, Ballou, & Asch, 2008).   
 The first television broadcast of college football was a scrimmage of Fordham 
University’s football team (Smith, 2001).  A few more practices and scrimmages were broadcast 
shortly thereafter, but the first intercollegiate football game ever broadcasts via television was 
between Fordham University and Waynesburg College of Pennsylvania (Smith, 2001).  In 1939, 
the setup of the first televised college football game involved one iconoscope camera mounted 
on a tripod somewhere around the forty-yard line.  There were approximately 9,000 fans in 
attendance, which was possibly four to five times more than the people tuning in for the televised 
broadcast (Smith, 2001).  The views via televised broadcast consisted of static shots where 
players appeared gigantic when close to the camera and appeared tiny when away from the 
camera.  The first televised broadcast of a college football game was anything but spectacular.   
 Television broadcast companies would continue to improve the production of televised 
college football games.  Improving to the point that it was believed that televised sporting events 
were the main factor enticing people to buy television sets (Smith, 2001).  One example of this 
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improvement was the televised broadcast of a University of Notre Dame college football game.  
During the 1947 football season, three Notre Dame home games were broadcast throughout the 
Chicago area.  It attracted 165,000 fans per game (Smith, 2001).  The images and audio via 
television were broadcast with much improved clarity by the additions of multiple cameras and 
better cables for transmission.  For the broadcast company, it was an expensive endeavor, but 
Notre Dame had a nonexclusive rights policy in which very little income was expected from the 
broadcast (Smith, 2001).  The broadcast company approached the televised college football game 
as a good will venture, and Notre Dame strictly censured advertising from alcohol, cigarettes, 
patent medicine, and laxatives.  The result of these advertising restrictions eliminated very large 
sources of income (Smith, 2001).   
 The growth of televised college football would continue on a rapid pace and along with it 
the commercialization of college football (Smith, 2001).  By 1953, profits from televised college 
football games surpassed the profits from radio broadcasts of college football games.  As a 
result, revenues generated from televised college football games began to influence the 
commercialization of college football (Sullivan, 2006).  Even Notre Dame would begin to sell 
exclusive rights to selected broadcast companies for their televised college football games as 
well as open up their advertising restrictions (Smith, 2001).   
 Televised broadcasts of college football games are vibrant part of today’s college 
athletics (Smith, 2001).  College football provides public universities who participate in the 
NCAA Division I Football Bowl Subdivision with unprecedented promotional value (Oriard, 
2009).  Universities and groups of universities called conferences sign lucrative contracts with 
broadcast companies to have their college football games televised each week during the fall.  
The Big 12 Conference signed a contract in 2012 with ABC, ESPN, and Fox worth $2.6 billion 
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Of that contract, an average of $200 million per year will be allocated to the conference and $20 
million will be allocated to each university (Rishe, 2012).  College football on television is 
appealing to commercial sponsors due to the intensity of how sports fans view the game 
(Wenner, 1989).  Commercial sponsors are identified during the course of a television college 
football game via TV spots.  At certain breaking points of college football games, broadcast 
companies televise the commercial sponsors of the college football game.  Similarly, universities 
are provided with an opportunity to promote themselves during the commercial sponsors’ 
segment of the game.  When broadcasters of college football games have done their job well, the 
audience attentively watches the appearance of commercial messages (Wenner, 1989).  
Throughout college football’s history, it can be seen how mass media has developed and 
influenced college football.  There are numerous other examples of how college football and 
mass media arrived at where they are today, but it would be too exhaustive for purposes of this 
research. 
College Football and Institutional Significance 
 The previous discussions have alluded to the institutional significance of college football.  
There are aspects of college football that benefit the university in some way or another.  In fact, 
college football has played a role in defining the essence of the American public university 
(Toma, 1999).  Each public university community has incorporated its own unique customs, 
rituals, events, and activities, and in many cases, college football has been the driving factor 
behind these communities.  Positive connection between the public university and its college 
football team is of important significance.  Two factors associated with positive connections that 
people form with organizations are the attraction of what people perceive to be distinctive, 
central, and enduring about the organization and the degree to which people believe others view 
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the organization favorably (Toma, 1999).  As an organization, public universities are 
continuously connected to current students, faculty, and staff but are also connected with alumni, 
state governments, and private corporations to name a few.  College football at public 
universities who participate in the National Collegiate Athletic Association (NCAA) Division I 
Football Bowl Subdivision are perceived by constituents to be something distinctive, central, and 
enduring about its institution.  Additionally, constituents have a favorable view of this brand of 
college football (Toma, 1999).  Based on the two factors behind positive connections of people 
to organization, college football at public universities who participate in the NCAA Division I 
Football Bowl Subdivision provides positive connections between people and the university.  
Positive connections have enhanced the institution’s identity and facilitated support for the 
institution (Toma, 1999).  There may be people who are unable to distinguish academic 
programs from one university to another, but they can easily identify mascots of each university.  
The investment in college football by public universities who participate in the NCAA Division I 
Football Bowl Subdivision is significant, and televised college football games are important to 
the university (Toma, 1999).  As a part of the institution, college football has institutional 
significance, which provides context to all the activities surrounding college football.  For this 
research, the institutional significance of college football validates the institutional context 
surrounding university TV spots. 
College Football and Social Significance 
  The importance of televised college football in American society is evident, and teams 
generate millions of dollars in advertising revenue and merchandising sales each year.  There are 
both behavioral and social motivations behind the consumption of televised sports (Raney, 
2006).    College football is one variety of televised sports.  People are motivated to watch 
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televised college football to experience release (Raney, 2006).  This motivation can be described 
as letting loose or letting off steam and can be accomplish individually or in the presence of 
friends.  Another motivation to watch televised college football is to find common ground 
between viewers, or companionship (Raney, 2006).  College football can motivate people to take 
legitimate opportunities to discuss college football with the people around them.  At best, college 
football acts as a link to connect people to other people and to the university.  People are 
motivated to watch televised college football due to a larger sense of group affiliation (Raney, 
2006).  This social motivation closely relates to the institutional significance of college football 
(Toma, 1999).  Finally, family is a motivation for people to watch televised college football 
(Raney, 2006).  Although not all family may actually view the game, televised college football 
motivates family members to congregate together.  Live broadcasts of college football influence 
the concepts of various kinds of social behavior and are rooted in representation instead of the 
experience of participation.  Television broadcasts are an important aspect of college football, 
both economically and culturally, and it continues to wield enormous influence.  The end result 
is that it expands spectators’ access to college football games, strengthens the market outreach of 
conferences and team fan bases, and magnifies the perceived importance of college football in 
the American culture (Sullivan, 2006).  As a part of the society, college football has social 
significance, which provides context to all the activities surrounding college football.  For this 
research, the social significance of college football validates the social context surrounding 
university TV spots. 
University Advertising 
 Public universities participate in multiple forms of advertising, and university TV spots 
are a form of advertising.  The competitive nature of commercial opportunities enables 
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universities to use marketing strategies.  The goal of marketing is to persuade the consumer to 
buy a product or service and then persuade them to repeat the action (Anctil, 2008).  Universities 
have students who are both consumers and products, but generally do a poor job of marketing 
and advertising.  Inadequate planning, resistance to advertising in the academic world, and lack 
of a comprehensive marketing plan contribute to a university’s poor marketing practices (Anctil, 
2008).  Marketing higher education is an under researched area, and there is no solid 
understanding of why higher education markets behave the way that they do (Anctil, 2008).  If 
marketing is about understanding the product, then universities should focus on defining the 
central message and create memorable images that audiences can associate with the public 
university.  This goal can be achieved by creating positive images that are common and easy to 
communicate to all audiences (Anctil, 2008).  The images should illustrate the dimensions by 
which universities differentiate themselves from other universities but still remain identifiable by 
faculty, staff, students, and alumni (Weisbrod, Ballou, & Asch, 2008).  Target audiences of these 
images consist of but are not limited to current and prospective students, donors, legislators, and 
the media.  University advertising attracts the prospective student who is trying to determine 
which university is best for him or herself.  Donors are also motivated by university advertising 
to give to their respective university.  Public universities advertise to state legislators who make 
decisions on university policies and funding.  University advertising even reaches to the person 
who may never step foot on the campus.  Regardless of the dimensions and target audiences, 
image and awareness are central to a university’s advertising efforts, and advertising benefits the 
university in that it provides a vehicle for a university to define what it does and for whom 
(Anctil, 2008).  This research focused on university TV spots, but TV spots in general have been 
studied prior to this research.  Researchers have used similar strategies for studying political 
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party or politician TV spots (Yoon & Joseph, 2008; Benoit, Delbert, Sudbrock, & Vogt, 2010; 
Benoit, 2007).  TV spots are used by several different entities and organizations. 
University Markets 
 Public university involvement with markets and its influences is not a new adventure.  
Universities like the University of Chicago were advertising to attract students as far back as the 
early 1900s.  What makes university involvement with markets seem new today is the 
unprecedented size and scope of these adventures (Bok, 2003).  The term commercialization is 
often used to describe the relationship or influence of the market to the public university (Bok, 
2003).  The pursuit of revenues is the driving factor behind public universities becoming 
commercialized (Weisbrod, Ballou, & Asch, 2008).  There are several revenue sources used by 
public universities.  The obvious revenue sources are state governments and tuition, but as state 
governments began to cutback higher education, public universities are left to pursue alternative 
revenue sources (Bok, 2003; Weisbrod, Ballou, & Asch, 2008).  This pursuit has led public 
universities into markets in search of alternative revenue sources.  Additionally, the spirit of 
enterprise, lack of clarity with academic values, and keener competitions has encouraged and 
legitimized the commercialization of higher education (Bok, 2003).  College football is an 
example of how universities developed means of generating alternative revenues, and it is the 
oldest form of commercialization in higher education (Bok, 2003).  As the popularity increased 
with college football, so did the market opportunities associated with the sport.  Public 
universities are provided a significant platform through the market and commerce of college 
football such as TV spots.   
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Communication Model 
 University TV spots are a method by which universities communicate to an audience.  
When evaluating TV spots, it is important to discuss and review the communication process.  
Communication occurs in many forms, and it is vital to everyday life.  Defining communication 
is a difficult task, and most researchers view communication as a process.  Although not aimless, 
communication has no starting points and no boundaries, but incorporates patterns of 
development and interaction (Shannon & Weaver, 1949; Heath & Bryant, 2000).  Early 
communication models incorporated a communication source or encoder, the message, the 
channel, and the receiver or decoder, and the researchers described the communication process 
as an archer shooting an arrow (Shannon & Weaver, 1949; Heath & Bryant, 2000).  The archer 
symbolizes the sender while the arrow signifies the message.  The archer draws back the bow to 
launch the arrow symbolizing the transferring component of the communication process.  
Finally, the target represents the receiver of the message from the sender.  All four components 
of the early communication models are crucial to an accurate and insightful understanding of 
communication (Shannon & Weaver, 1949; Heath & Bryant, 2000).   
 Today researchers are cautious with the application of a linear communication model.  If 
the model is applied, it is understood that the linear model is only applicable for a moment or 
snapshot.  Communication goes beyond just one person as a sender and the other person as a 
receiver.  Communication is interactive, and participants take turns sending and receiving 
(Shannon & Weaver, 1949; Heath & Bryant, 2000).  This interaction is true for mass-mediated 
communication as well.  Television programs and commercials are examples of mass-mediated 
communication aired for an audience’s enjoyment or response.  If an audience enjoys a 
television program, they continue to tune in each time the program is aired on television.  
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Audiences respond to TV spots by contacting the organization that produced the commercial or 
by purchasing the product or service communicated during the commercial (Shannon & Weaver, 
1949; Heath & Bryant, 2000).  Both examples demonstrate the interaction of participants in a 
communication process.  The following discussions provide a brief review of components that 
make up the communication process.   
Communication has a purpose and intent (Shannon & Weaver, 1949; Heath & Bryant, 2000).  
Although at times, communication can be more automatic than purposeful.  Motivation and 
purpose are important factors when understanding the intent of communicated messages.  Linear 
communication models rely on stimulation of the receiver as the intent and purpose.  Other 
communication models view the audience as seeking to use mass media to gratify their needs 
and satisfy their wants (Shannon & Weaver, 1949; Heath & Bryant, 2000).  There are different 
purposes to a communicated message, and several of those purposes can come together at the 
same time.  In some cases, the communication’s purpose is quite different than what it was 
intended.  What the audience speculates or actually knows about why a message is being 
communicated is helpful in interpreting the purpose of a communicated message (Shannon & 
Weaver, 1949; Heath & Bryant, 2000).  As a person receives a communicated message, this 
person filters the message through his or her own opinions and beliefs, which existed previously 
to the communicated message (Shannon & Weaver, 1949; Heath & Bryant, 2000).  
Communication models often incorporate learning theory.  The idea that what is learned and 
assimilated from one communicated message becomes a part of memory and affects the 
interpretation of subsequent messages is an example of how learning theory is used within 
communication theory (Shannon & Weaver, 1949; Heath & Bryant, 2000).  Communication 
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occurs whether intended or not.  However, the existence of communication is dependent upon 
the needs of the receiving audience (Shannon & Weaver, 1949; Heath & Bryant, 2000).    
 As a component of communication, the message is used as the essence of 
communication.  The simple definition of message is to describe it as a vehicle by which an idea 
is transmitted from one person to another person (Shannon & Weaver, 1949; Heath & Bryant, 
2000).  However, messages, once transmitted, do not leave the sender but remain with the 
sender.  In this manner, messages are shared and not transmitted (Shannon & Weaver, 1949; 
Heath & Bryant, 2000).  It is also important to acknowledge that the receiver does not just 
merely receive a message but interprets the message from the sender.  A message draws meaning 
stored in a receiver’s mind (Shannon & Weaver, 1949; Heath & Bryant, 2000).  For example, the 
receiver will apply previous communication experiences to additional messages received from a 
sender.  Another aspect of messages is that they are verbal and nonverbal.  Nonverbal aspects of 
messages are just as important as the verbal message (Shannon & Weaver, 1949; Heath & 
Bryant, 2000).  For example, the phrase “I love you” communicated via television is not only 
verbally interpreted by the receiver, but the images and sounds are interpreted as well.  Beyond 
the linear model sense, messages are defined, redefined, and co-defined by participating 
communicators throughout the communication process (Shannon & Weaver, 1949; Heath & 
Bryant, 2000).     
 A communicated message is sent by a source, or a receiver obtains it.  The avenue by 
which a message is communicated is called a channel (Shannon & Weaver, 1949; Heath & 
Bryant, 2000).  People receive communication through channels of hearing, seeing, smelling, 
tasting, and touching.  In mass communications, the channels of delivery are primarily 
technologies, such as print, radio, television, and the Internet.  Several communication 
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organizations such as broadcast companies and magazines have gatekeepers that utilize editors 
and television program producers.  Participants in the communication process also consider print, 
radio, television, and the Internet as a source.  As a source, some media like newspapers have a 
single delivery while others like television have multiple deliveries.  Messages sent via television 
medium are directly shared with the receiver combining both seeing and hearing (Shannon & 
Weaver, 1949; Heath & Bryant, 2000).  Television is an example of a medium that provides 
opportunities for the receiver to utilize multiple deliveries of reception, and as result, the 
information is much richer than a medium with a single delivery such as newspapers.  In the end, 
channels are the perceptual means by which communicating participants obtain a message 
(Shannon & Weaver, 1949; Heath & Bryant, 2000). 
 The communication process entails feedback.  The term feedback is often loosely and 
imprecisely applied to the communication process.  Feedback is information that is received by a 
person or machine (sender) and interpreted by the sender to determine if the communicated 
message had the desired effect of achieving a goal such as informing the receiver (Shannon & 
Weaver, 1949; Heath & Bryant, 2000).  Relating feedback to the example of an archer shooting 
an arrow, the sender observes the outcome of the arrow’s impact on the target.  If the arrow hits 
above the bullseye, the archer uses the feedback to shoot a little lower on the next try.  If the 
arrow hits below the bullseye, the archer uses the feedback to shoot a little higher on the next try.  
It is difficult at times to identify whether a comment is feedback or another part of the 
communicated interaction.  Comments that apply to the accuracy of the communicated message 
are identified as feedback (Shannon & Weaver, 1949; Heath & Bryant, 2000).  As a result, 
feedback should be used precisely and not extended beyond its original meaning, which blurs 
comprehension of the process (Shannon & Weaver, 1949; Heath & Bryant, 2000).  As an 
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important part of the communication process, feedback illustrates the strategic and interactive 
nature of communication.   
 Early communication models did not recognize the impact of context on the 
communication process.  In reality, the location and situation in which communication occurs 
influences the interpretation of the message (Shannon & Weaver, 1949; Heath & Bryant, 2000).  
Examples are a social setting between two friends at a coffee shop or an institutional setting of a 
classroom.  Context is the place or condition under which the communication process transpires 
(Shannon & Weaver, 1949; Heath & Bryant, 2000).  In some cases, it can also involve the 
relationship between two people communicating.  This description is a simplified observation of 
context, but more often, context occurs in an interlocking and overlapping manner.  For example, 
a family watching a television program together also involves one-on-one conversations between 
family members.  The context component of the communication process shapes the 
interpretation of the message (Shannon & Weaver, 1949; Heath & Bryant, 2000).   
 The communication process provides a framework for studying university TV spots.  As 
means to communicate with an audience, universities utilize available opportunities to 
communicate via TV spots, and university officials, who act as gatekeepers, determine the 
purpose and intent of university TV spots.  
Conclusion 
 College football is a significant institutional component of a public university who 
participates in the NCAA’s Football Bowl Subdivision, and live, televised college football is a 
significant social component of university administrators, faculty, students, alumni, stakeholders, 
and fans (Toma, 1999; Raney, 2006; Weisbrod, Ballou, & Asch, 2008).  Since the birth of live, 
televised college football, the broadcast companies have continued to transform college football 
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(Smith, 2001; Oriard, 2009).  For public universities who participate in the NCAA’s Football 
Bowl Subdivision, these institutions are able to hone in on the benefits of televised college 
football even (Bok, 2003; Oriard, 1993).  One of these benefits is being able to air TV spots.  
Public universities strategically organize and produce university TV spots to be aired during live, 
televised college football games.  University TV spots are a message from the university and are 
communicated to a viewing audience.  The components of the communication model, which are 
sender, purpose/intent, message, source, receiver, feedback, and context, identify the framework 
to understanding university TV spots (Heath & Bryant, 2000).    
 University TV spots are the focus of this research, but reviewing college football’s 
historical relationship with mass media and understanding its significance, both institutionally 
and socially, provides the context to university TV spots.  Identifying university strategies 
behind advertising and markets in addition to the core components of the communication model 
are critical in determining whether university TV spots are successful.  Determining the 
successfulness or unsuccessfulness of university TV spots will guide future TV spot strategies 
resulting from findings in this research. 
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CHAPTER 3 
METHODS 
 
 The purpose of this research was to analyze TV spots of public universities who 
participate in the National Collegiate Athletic Association (NCAA) Division I Football Bowl 
Subdivision and determine if university TV spots were successful based on the official theme 
from the university and how the viewing audience perceived the university TV spot. 
The following research questions guides the research:  Are university TV spots from public 
universities that participate in the National Collegiate Athletic Conference’s (NCAA) Division I 
Football Bowl Subdivision successful based on the university’s official theme and how viewers 
perceive the TV spot?   
• What is the official theme the university has assigned for university TV spot?   
• What themes do viewers perceive? 
• How compatible are viewer perceived themes and the official theme assigned by the 
university? 
For this research, a qualitative paradigm was used, which includes a content analysis and 
one-on-one interviews.  The advantage of using a qualitative paradigm is that it provides a means 
of exploring and analyzing the subject matter.  It also increases understanding and generates 
knowledge.  Qualitative paradigms are characterized by their inductive approach, which 
proceeds from particulars to generalizations.  This approach is conducive when there is not 
enough former knowledge about the subject (Lincoln & Guba, 1985).  A discussion of the 
research design will be followed by a discussion of the two methodological phases of this 
research:  Phase I Content Analysis and Phase II One-on-one Interviews. 
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Research Design 
 The qualitative paradigm guides this inquiry.  According to Lincoln and Guba (1985), the 
elements of a research design are not confined to a linear fashion.  No one element is more 
important than the other, but it is impossible to consider all the elements at once.  The aim of a 
researcher is to address each element of the research design, and the research questions are open-
ended and shaped during the analysis of the study (Creswell, 2007).   
The research design demands a focus for inquiry.  Having a focus defines the boundaries 
and determines the criteria for inclusion and exclusion.  Keeping in mind though, boundaries in a 
research design are not fixed and are typically altered in some way.  During the data collection 
process, the focus determines what information needs to be retained and what needs to be 
discarded.  By using a theory that is a priori, the researcher reviews the literature and assesses the 
fit of the research design to the theory.  The degree to which a theory does not fit determines the 
seriousness of invalidation as it relates to the findings.  Rather than using predetermined 
information from the literature or relying on results from other research studies, researchers also 
seek to generate a theory from the data (Creswell, 2007; Lincoln & Guba, 1985).  For this 
research, the focus is on the content found in the university TV spots and viewer perceptions.  
Then from the data codes and themes emerge rather than a set of a priori codes and themes.   
 The data collection process begins with the researcher determining where the information 
will come from and from whom.  Lincoln and Guba (1985) identify four concepts to consider 
when planning a sample but understand that these concepts cannot develop fully prior to the 
research process.  Nevertheless, a plan is needed to address how a researcher deals with these 
concepts.  1.) A researcher creates a plan for identifying the initial elements of the final sample.  
One example is to use a gatekeeper, a knowledgeable informant, or an expert to nominate the 
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initial elements.  2.) A researcher keeps order with the elements of the sample, and by doing so, 
no one element is selected until the previous elements are selected and tapped for information.  
3.) A researcher continuously refines or focuses the sample.  Even though each element is 
important, the progression through the research design accumulates additional sample elements 
as well as excludes elements not significant to the situation and inquiry.  4.) A researcher has a 
plan of when to end the sample.  Eventually, the sample is not able to produce any new 
information as the researcher exhausts each element of the sample.  This concept also includes 
ending certain elements of the sample that are no longer providing significant information.  
Patton (1990, p. 61) states: 
Qualitative inquiry designs cannot be completely specified in advance of fieldwork.  
While the design will specify an initial focus, plans for observations and interviews, and 
primary questions to be explored, the naturalistic and inductive nature of the inquiry 
makes it both impossible and inappropriate to specify operational variables, state testable 
hypotheses, and finalize either instrumentation or sampling schemes.  A qualitative 
design unfolds as fieldwork unfolds.  The design is partially emergent as the study 
occurs.   
 
Lincoln and Guba (1985) say that data recording is one way to collect data, and it varies along 
two dimensions.  The first dimension is fidelity, which is the ability of the researcher to 
reproduce the exact data as it became evident in the field.  The greatest fidelity is the use of 
audio or video recording.  The second dimension is structure, which is the ability of the 
researcher to structure the collected data.  The initial process of recording data may not be 
structured due to the characteristics of research designs, but the refining and focusing aspects add 
structure to the observations later in the data collection process (Creswell, 2007; Lincoln & 
Guba, 1985).  For this research, the university TV spots are collected via video recording, which 
includes the audio from the commercials.  Each university TV spot is stored on a computer and 
identified by the public university.   
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For a better understanding of strategies used for research designs, Patton (1990) identifies 
interconnected themes that are integrated into the designs.  The subsequent dialogue focuses on 
Patton’s (1990) themes.  The naturalistic inquiry themes entails the researcher not attempting to 
manipulate the research setting, but allowing the research setting to occur naturally with no 
predetermined course.  Researchers choose this method when they want to minimize 
manipulation and evaluate what occurs naturally.  Inductive analysis theme involves taking 
specific observations and then building toward generalizations.  A researcher approaches a 
situation without imposing preexisting expectations on the setting in the study.  Important 
dimensions emerge from the patterns without presupposing the important dimension in advance.  
Holistic perspective is a theme that incorporates the totality of what is being observed in the 
study.  A researcher can use the social environments or political contexts as an approach to 
understanding the whole phenomenon or program.  Qualitative data is detailed in description and 
is exhaustive in inquiry.  The dynamic systems theme involves expecting change, anticipating 
the unanticipated, and preparing to go with the flow of change.  In an ever-changing world, this 
approach understands that programs are dynamic and developing.  Unique case orientation is a 
theme that endorses the idea that each case within a study is unique.  Typically, qualitative 
methods have depth and detail about the subject of analysis but are too narrow for confident 
generalizations.  Context sensitivity theme places findings in some form of context while the 
researcher is ignorant of potential generalizations across time and space.  Empathic neutrality is 
the concept of understanding that complete objectivity is not possible.  As a result, the research 
process is open to subjectivity due to the researcher being an instrument that collects data and 
interprets data.  The researcher commits to understanding the world as it is and takes a stance of 
neutrality with regard to the subject of analysis.  The human aspect of qualitative research 
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methods requires that the researcher report potential sources of bias and error.  The theme of 
systematic data-collection procedures produces high-quality qualitative data.  This kind of data is 
credible, accurate, and true to the subject of analysis.  Design flexibility is a theme that 
acknowledges that researchers are open to adjusting the design as the understanding deepens, 
situations change, or both.  The open-ended nature and pragmatic considerations produce 
opportunities for design flexibility.  The benefit is that it enables the researcher to pursue new 
avenues of discovery as they emerge during the research.  Each theme identified by Patton 
(1990) is important to understanding the research design and guides the researcher through the 
research process.    
Phase I:  Content Analysis 
Content Analysis 
 For Phase I of this research, a content analysis was used to answer the research question, 
“What themes do viewers perceive?”  A content analysis is a well-suited method for studying 
many forms of communication.  Krippendorff (2004, p. 18) defines it as a “…research technique 
for making replicable and valid inferences from texts (or other meaningful matter) to the contexts 
of their use.”  The focus is not on people per se but on the body of content, which are readily 
available and generally inexpensive to collect.  The body of content can be documents, books, 
websites, speeches, TV spots, and other mediums of communication.  The crucial distinction 
between a content analysis and other research methods is that the observed body of content has 
meaning to the person who produced it and to the person who observes it.  The multiple 
meanings must not be ignored nor violate why the body of content exists in the first place.  A 
content analysis is characterized as being unobtrusive.  Seldom will the presence of an observer 
have an influence on what is being observed.  There is no need to enlist participants or even 
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request permission to do the study.  This feature presents a unique advantage.  The disadvantage 
to using a content analysis is that the communications are recorded, and researchers are limited 
in their examination to just the recordings.  Content analysis was once a slow and time-
consuming process, but computer programs enable a researcher to conduct a content analysis 
quickly and accurately.  Despite its roots in the communication field, a content analysis is used to 
study communication processes as well as social phenomena.  The end product provides new 
insights, increased understanding, and practical actions (Ary, Jacobs, & Sorensen, 2010; Babbie, 
1979; Krippendorff, 2004). 
 Content analysis is a systematic method by which a researcher analyzes a body of text, 
images, or other symbolic matter but not necessarily from the author’s or user’s perspective 
(Krippendorff, 2004).  It is a viable method used in the field of higher education.  Several studies 
have utilized this method.  For example, Taylor and Morphew (2010) studied the mission 
statements of baccalaureate colleges in order to understand how these colleges present 
themselves to prospective students and external constituents.  The content analysis involved 
coding the words and phrases found in the printed mission statements as well as inter-rater 
reliability (Taylor & Morphew, 2010).  For another example, Hartley and Morphew (2008) 
studied content of college viewbooks, which are designed to entice prospective students to the 
institution.  The focus of this research was to determine what messages are communicated about 
the academic purposes of higher education, and a content analysis was used in order to 
systematically identify, classify, and tabulate the symbols, images, and messages found in the 
college viewbooks (Hartley & Morphew, 2008).  These two examples support the application of 
content analysis in the field of higher education.   
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 Content analyses are designed with two types of frameworks in mind, quantitative and 
qualitative.  Krippendorff (2004) questions the usefulness of distinguishing between quantitative 
and qualitative content analysis.  Observing a body of content is qualitative even if the 
observations are converted into numbers.  A content analysis takes into consideration variables, 
research questions, and contexts that emerge from the body of content used in the analysis.  
Designing a content analysis demands that researchers be more explicit about the steps used in 
the analysis.  Researchers must be conscious of the emerging aspect and take extra steps to 
organize the unsystematic nature (Babbie, 1979; Krippendorff, 2004).  In simple terms, the 
process condenses raw data into categories or themes based on valid inference and interpretation, 
or latent content.  By observing unique themes that illustrate the range of meanings, a researcher 
is able to understand the social reality in a subjective but scientific manner (Zhang & Wildemuth, 
2009).  
 A researcher begins a content analysis by observing a body of content.  For this research, 
the body of content is university advertising.  Content analyses involve the process of unitizing.  
Defining the unit of analysis is one of the most fundamental decisions.  Depending on the aim of 
the study, the units of analysis can be simple or quite complex (Babbie, 1979; Krippendorff, 
2004; Zhang & Wildemuth, 2009).  The whole analysis depends on the precision of the unit of 
analysis, and a researcher should not take that for granted.  Researchers observe the units of 
analysis for a purpose and not for what the author may lead the observer to think.  Finding 
answers to the research questions protects the researcher from getting lost in random concepts or 
self-serving categorizations (Krippendorff, 2004).  There are many forms of university 
advertising, and for this research, the unit of analysis was a university TV spot.  
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 Research questions are used as targets in a content analysis.  Researchers aim to make 
inferences from the units of analysis in an attempt to answer the research questions.  There are no 
limitations to the number of research questions used by a researcher.  Content analyses that begin 
with research questions are more efficient and are empirically grounded (Krippendorff, 2004).  
Through observation, codes emerge from the content and are organized into categories called 
themes.  This process of identifying emerging codes and applying codes to the unit of analysis is 
all a part of content analytic inferences (Krippendorff, 2004).  Content analysis utilizes abductive 
inferences, which is defined as particulars of one domain to particulars of another domain 
(Krippendorff, 2004).  Krippendorff (2004) identifies several abductive inferences that can be 
used in a content analysis.  Extrapolation of patterns inferences enables the researcher to identify 
perceptions.  For this research, the extrapolative use of patterns was used to answer the research 
questions.    
 Researchers apply context to the units of analysis in a content analysis.  The context 
specifies the conceptual environment and relates to the research questions.  Context builds the 
analytical constructs, or rules of inference.  The units of analysis and the contexts are logically 
independent, and conclusions are drawn from one independent domain, units of analysis, to the 
other domain, contexts (Krippendorff, 2004).  No limit exists in the number of contexts that may 
be applied in a content analysis, but the danger occurs when a researcher fails to reveal the 
contexts and cause misleading interpretations.  Due to this fact, researchers should explicitly 
reveal their chosen contexts so that it will be precise to the beneficiaries of the research results 
(Krippendorff, 2004; White & Marsh, 2006).  The application of context enables the researcher 
to make abductive inferences.  It allows the researcher to move the analysis outside the data and 
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point to unobserved phenomena in the context of his or her interest (Krippendorff, 2004).  For 
this research, the context of the university TV spot was a college football game.    
Context and Sample 
 Several universities across the United States field football teams that compete against 
other college football teams each year.  Universities who have football teams in the National 
Collegiate Athletic Association (NCAA) Division I Football Bowl Subdivision have an increased 
opportunity to have its college football game aired live and on television by a broadcast 
company.  For these universities, broadcast companies provide airtime for a university TV spot.  
When evaluating which games to show during what times of the day, broadcast companies 
evaluate the popularity of the college football matchup and network availability.  The timeline 
for collecting the data began the first weekend of September 2010, which was the start for the 
NCAA Division I Football Bowl Subdivision season.  The season ended the last weekend of 
November 2010.   
 ESPN’s televised program called College GameDay was used to select the purposeful 
sample of universities.  The Entertainment Sports Program Network (ESPN) started in 1979 and 
continues to provide 24-hour sports coverage (Bryant & Holt, 2006).  Each Saturday during the 
fall, ESPN airs a television program called College GameDay.  This program highlights what 
ESPN considers the most popular or intriguing college football matchup of the week.  The actual 
program airs live from a university campus where that particular matchup between two college 
football teams is being hosted but can also be a neutral site.  The purpose of this program is to 
inform the viewers about the selected college football game as well as other college football 
games going on across the United States.  The airtime for College GameDay is 10:00 a.m. to 
12:00 p.m. (Eastern Time).  During the week leading up to the football game, ESPN advertises 
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the matchup and the campus location or neutral site even if the actual football game is not airing 
on ESPN’s family of networks.  The ESPN family of networks includes ESPN, ESPN 2, ESPN 3 
(online only), ESPN University, ESPN Classics, and ESPN on American Broadcast Company 
(ABC).  After ESPN’s televised program called College GameDay selected the universities, then 
nine universities were purposefully selected for the sample used for this research.  The power of 
purposeful samples lies in the selection of information rich cases.  This process allows the 
researcher to accumulate more complete answers to the research questions (Patton, 1990).   
Data Collection 
 The data collection process involves capturing university TV spots as they occur 
naturally during the live, televised college football game.  For this research, ESPN’s College 
GameDay was used to select the sample.  The group of college football games selected by 
ESPN’s College GameDay is accessible and exhaustive.  There are 13 regular season episodes of 
College GameDay that occur during one regular season of the National Collegiate Athletic 
Association (NCAA) Division I Football Bowl Subdivision.  Each week College GameDay’s 
webpage was converted into digital format and saved it in order to validate the sample.  In 
addition, weekly email notifications were collected from ESPN about the college football 
matchup, which was also saved digitally.  Once the universities were selected, each college 
football game was captured using a Digital Video Recorder (DVR), and then a handheld digital 
recorder was used to capture the university TV spot from the recorded college football game.  
Once captured, the recordings were stored digitally on a computer.  The football games aired on 
a variety of broadcast companies, which includes but not limited to ABC, NBC, CBS, and ESPN.  
There were 21 universities identified from the group of college football games determined by the 
ESPN’s College GameDay.  Universities that repeated in the sample were not counted more than 
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once, and none of the universities produced more than one TV spot.  From there, a purposeful 
sample of universities was determined based on common criteria, which produced nine 
universities.  The following criteria was used to identify the nine universities used for this 
research:  public university, the Carnegie Basic Classification of Institutions of Higher Education 
very high research activity, and three regional accrediting bodies approved by the Council for 
Higher Education Accreditation (North Central Association of Colleges and Schools (NCACS), 
Southern Association of Colleges and Schools (SACS), and Western Association of Schools and 
Colleges (WASC)).  The three regional accrediting bodies were used to group the individual 
universities into three sets of three.  Table 1 illustrates the purposeful sample of universities. 
Table 1:  Sample of Universities 
Group University Type Classification Accreditation 
A University 1 Public Very High Research Activity SACS 
A University 2 Public Very High Research Activity SACS 
A University 3 Public Very High Research Activity SACS 
     
B University 1 Public Very High Research Activity NCACS 
B University 2 Public Very High Research Activity NCACS 
B University 3 Public Very High Research Activity NCACS 
     
C University 1 Public Very High Research Activity WASC 
C University 2 Public Very High Research Activity WASC 
C University 3 Public Very High Research Activity WASC 
 
Procedures 
 The researcher previewed the university TV spots and identified codes that emerged from 
the data.  There was a wide array of content in each University TV spot.  From collegiate 
buildings to students in graduation regalia to alternative energy, the content varied from one 
university TV spot to another.  It was during the preview of the university TV spots that the 
themes and codes emerged for the content analysis.  Similar codes that emerged from the data 
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were categorized into one common theme.  Each university TV spot consisted of scenes, which 
varied in length.  A scene was defined as a timeframe of video footage concentrated on what 
appeared visually.  When the video footage changed concentration visually, that was the start of 
a new scene.  The coding unit for the content analysis was scenes.  Once the codes and themes 
were set, each university TV spot in the sample was individually observed for visual manifest 
content first and then audio manifest content.  Audio manifest content included voice but not 
musical songs or sounds.  Each university TV spot was viewed more than once during the 
content analysis; however, the number of times a university TV spot was observed varied from 
university TV spot to university TV spot.  Table 2 illustrates the codes and themes that were 
identified. 
Table 2:  Codes and Themes 
Student Themes Institutional Themes Global Themes 
Academic     
     Student active learning 
     Student passive learning 
     Student success 
 
Informational 
     Alumni participation 
     Student costs 
     Student programs 
     Student services 
 
Social 
     Student athletes 
     Students cheering 
     Spirit groups 
     Students socializing 
Academic 
     University rankings 
     University success 
 
Athletic 
     Athletic stadium 
     Athletic success 
 
Identification 
     University buildings  
     University colors 
     University logo 
     University name 
     University quad 
      
 
 
 
Indicators 
     Foreign monuments 
     Globe 
 
Issues 
     Alternative energy     
     Animal preservation  
     Food shortages 
     Nature preservation 
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 The reliability of observed data in a content analysis can be completed through a variety 
of tools.  The statistical coefficient called kappa is a tool that satisfies the reliability of observed 
data.  Kappa coefficient is primarily used in the biomedical and educational research fields 
(Krippendorff, 2004).  The researcher coded a selected portion of the sample, and then had an 
additional judge, a graduate student in higher education program, code the same selected portion 
of the sample.  Codes were then inputted into SPSS and calculated for Cohen’s kappa.  Codes 
were assessed until Cohen’s kappa was at least .800 or above for a strong interjudge agreement.  
This process involved recoding and working out code definitions between the researcher and the 
additional judge.  Appendix A contains the codebook.      
 Themes and codes from the content analysis were also used in Phase II.  Specifically, the 
data from the one-on-one interviews was coded based on the codes and themes that emerged 
from Phase I.   
Phase II:  One-on-One Interviews 
One-on-One Interviews 
 For Phase II of this research, one-on-one interviews were used to answer the research 
question, “What themes do viewers perceive?”  One-on-one interviews enable the researcher to 
understand experiences and reconstruct events of participants.  The results of one-on-one 
interviews provide perspectives that are separate from the researcher.  These perspectives can be 
different or overlapping.  The goal of conducting one-on-one interviews is to gently guide the 
participant into conversations and extended discussions.  The researcher gains depth and detail 
about the research topic by asking follow up questions during the discussions.  One-on-one 
interviews provide descriptions about a subject or event.  These questions are used for 
investigation (Rubin & Rubin, 2005).  
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 When recording information from one-on-one interviews, researchers should create an 
interview protocol.  It is a predesigned form that is used to record information collected during 
one-on-one interviews.  The interview protocol can include information about the interview 
participants, location and environment of the interview, and the interview questions with area to 
record the participant’s answers.  In addition to a predesigned form, researchers can use 
recording devices to get an accurate account of the one-on-one interviews.  These devices 
include video and audio recordings (Creswell, 2007).   
 The one-on-one interview process produces raw data for the researcher.  The recording 
device allows the researcher to move from raw one-on-one interviews to evidence-based 
interpretations for published reports (Rubin & Rubin, 2005; Creswell, 2007).  The analysis 
involves classifying, comparing weighing, and combining material from all the interviews.  The 
researcher is then able to extract meaning, reveal patterns, or piece descriptions together for a 
coherent report.  Although the report is participants’ descriptions of the phenomenon, the 
interpretations in the report are of the researcher (Rubin & Rubin, 2005).   
 The analysis of interview data begins with the first one-on-one interview and continues as 
each one-on-one interview thereafter is conducted.  Following each one-on-one interview, the 
researcher transcribes each interview and then codes the transcriptions to identify the 
participant’s perceptions.  The transcription process prevents the researcher from depending 
upon his or her memory of the one-on-one interview, which can be flawed and selective.  The 
analysis of the transcriptions does not involve numeric summaries.  Instead, it is a reflection of 
the participants’ perceptions.  The researcher focuses on the complexity of human interaction and 
makes it understandable to the reader of the research.  At the conclusion of all the one-on-one 
interviews, the researcher compares and contrasts the concepts and themes across the interviews.  
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The results should produce coherent and consistent descriptions and themes about the research 
questions (Rubin & Rubin, 2005).    
 A purposeful sample was used to select individuals who reviewed each university TV 
spot.  The benefit to using a purposeful sample was that it allowed the researcher to gain a 
purposeful understanding of the research problem (Creswell, 2007).  The sample of interview 
participants consisted of people with a variety of educational levels and not currently employed 
by a university used in this research.  Additionally, participants also differed in race and gender.  
The researcher purposefully selected the participants based on each participant’s residence 
related to the regional accreditations used in Phase I of this research.  Three participants were 
selected who resided in the Southern Association of Colleges and Schools (SACS) accreditation 
region, and those participants reviewed the three universities from Group A of Phase I of this 
research.  Then three participants were selected who resided in the North Central Association of 
Colleges and Schools (NCACS) accreditation region, and those participants reviewed the three 
universities from Group B of Phase I of this research.  Finally, three participants were selected 
who resided in the Western Association of Schools and Colleges (WASC) accreditation region, 
and those participants reviewed the three universities from Group C of Phase I of this research. 
Table 3:  Sample of Participants   
Participants Gender Race Educational Level 
Participant 1 M Caucasian Master Degree 
Participant 2 F Caucasian Doctorate Degree 
Participant 3 F African-American Master Degree 
    
Participant 4 M Hispanic Bachelor Degree 
Participant 5 F Caucasian Bachelor Degree 
Participant 6 F Caucasian Master Degree 
    
Participant 7 M Caucasian Master Degree 
Participant 8 F Caucasian Bachelor Degree 
Participant 9 F Caucasian Doctorate Degree 
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Protection of Subjects 
 Prior to the research, the researcher received approval from the Institutional Research 
Board (IRB) at Louisiana State University (#E5759).  Before the first one-on-one interview was 
administered on July 22, 2012, participants were informed that the research was voluntary and 
they had the right to withdraw at any point.  Additionally, all information along with the identity 
of the participants was kept confidential.  All interview participants have confirmed that they are 
over the age of 18 and made aware that they can withdraw from the interview process at any 
time.  All data collected from the one-on-one interviews was locked in a desk drawer by the 
researcher.  All information is to be destroyed three years from the date of the IRB approval 
form.  Table 3 illustrates the purposeful sample of participants. 
Procedures 
 The interview process involved interviewing participants individually following their 
review of each university TV spot.  Once a participant reviewed a university TV spot, a standard 
set of interview questions were asked by the researcher.  This process was consistent from 
university TV spot to university TV spot and from participant to participant.  Again, participants 
reviewed the three university TV spots based on the regional accreditation respective to the 
participant’s residence.  Each participant was individually scheduled a day and time to review 
each university TV spot.  Participants were interviewed via telephone and received the sample of 
three university TV spots by email.  The telephone interview was conducted by speakerphone 
and responses by the participants were recorded by typed text.  Only the participant and the 
researcher were involved in the interview.  Participants were allowed to review university TV 
spots as many times as requested.  The following questions were asked to each participant: 
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• What did you see visually in the university TV spot?  Please describe in detail. 
• What did you hear audibly in the university TV spot?  Please describe in detail. 
• Did you find any themes throughout the university TV spot?  If so, please describe in 
detail. 
Biases 
 The researcher examined the possible biases that could influence my research during this 
research.  As a practitioner of higher education, the researcher served in several different 
capacities.  The researcher’s career began in student affairs as a Graduate Assistant.  Next, the 
researcher was an Admissions Counselor, and shortly thereafter, the researcher worked in a 
budget and planning department as an Analyst.  Currently, the researcher serves as Vice 
Chancellor of Student Learning & Development at a community college.  The researcher has a 
variety of experience in the university staff environment.  According to the Carnegie Basic 
Classification of Institutions of Higher Education, the researcher worked for a public master’s 
university (large programs), a public research university (very high research activity), and a 
public urban-serving technical community college (multi-campus).  One of the universities 
collected in the sample is a former employer.  The researcher made every effort to disassociate 
personal experiences with this university during the analysis.  By using multiple data collection 
strategies, the researcher triangulated the data so that the results are more accurate and reliable 
while decreasing potential biases.   
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CHAPTER 4 
RESULTS 
 
 The purpose of this research was to analyze TV spots of public universities who 
participate in the National Collegiate Athletic Association (NCAA) Division I Football Bowl 
Subdivision and determine if university TV spots were successful based on the official theme 
from the university and how the viewing audience perceived the university TV spot.  The unit of 
analysis was defined as university TV spots from universities whose college football team 
participates in the National Collegiate Athletic Association (NCAA) Division I Football Bowl 
Subdivision.  The sample of nine universities were grouped into three sets of three based on three 
regional accrediting bodies approved by the Council for Higher Education Accreditation (North 
Central Association of Colleges and Schools (NCACS), Southern Association of Colleges and 
Schools (SACS), and Western Association of Schools and Colleges (WASC)).   
 This research was guided by a qualitative paradigm involved two phases.  Phase I was a 
content analysis followed by Phase II, which was one-on-one interviews.  The themes that 
emerged from the Phase I data were applied in Phase II.  The final component triangulated the 
compatibility of Phase I and Phase II with the university’s official theme of the TV spot.   
Phase I:  Content Analysis 
 In response to the research question “What themes do viewers perceive?,” a content 
analysis was conducted.  All university TV sports were approximately 30 seconds in length and 
were captured during the 2010 National Collegiate Athletic Association (NCAA) Division I 
Football Bowl Subdivision football season that included one TV spot for each university.  As 
discussed in Chapter 3, all nine university TV spots were previewed for a general idea of the 
content and variations among the university TV spots.  There was a wide array of content in each 
University TV spot.  From collegiate buildings to students in graduation regalia to alternative 
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energy, the content varied from one university TV spot to another.  It was during the preview of 
the university TV spots that the themes and codes emerged for the content analysis.  Each 
university TV spot consisted of scenes, which varied in length.  A scene was defined as a 
timeframe of video footage concentrated on what appeared visually.  For example, a scene would 
change from one scene to another scene when there was a change in location, conceptual change, 
or change in people.  All university TV spots consisted of visual content in each scene.  Some 
scenes also included audio content.  Each university TV spot was unique and incorporated a 
variety of visual and audio content in each scene within the university TV spot.  The coding unit 
for the content analysis was scenes.   
 Table 4 identifies the codes and themes that emerged from the analysis of nine university 
TV spots, and Appendix A contains the codebook.  Examples of student themes were students 
socializing on campus, students listening to a lecture, and student services and opportunities.  
Examples of institutional themes were university buildings and campus, university name, logo, 
colors, and motto, and university success and rankings.  Examples of global themes were images 
of the globe, preservation of nature or animals, and foreign establishments or monuments.  
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Table 4:  Codes and Themes 
Student Themes Institutional Themes Global Themes 
Academic 
     Student active learning 
     Student passive learning 
     Student success 
 
Informational 
     Alumni participation 
     Student costs 
     Student programs 
     Student services 
 
Social 
     Student athletes 
     Students cheering 
     Spirit groups 
     Students socializing 
Academic 
     University rankings 
     University success 
 
Athletic 
     Athletic stadium 
     Athletic success 
 
Identification 
     University buildings  
     University colors 
     University logo 
     University name 
     University quad 
      
 
 
 
Indicators 
     Foreign monuments 
     Globe 
 
Issues 
     Alternative energy     
     Animal preservation  
     Food shortages 
     Nature preservation 
 
 
  
 Group A consisted of three universities who are regionally accredited by the Southern 
Association of Colleges and Schools (SACS).  
 Group A University 1 TV spot had a total of 17 scenes.  Table 5 illustrates the 
frequencies and percentages found in the Group A University 1 TV spot.  Visual student themes 
were more present in the Group A University 1 TV spot than visual institutional and global 
themes.  A visual example of a student theme was a scene with several students standing on a 
stage wearing college athletic uniforms that included several trophies.  A visual example of an 
institutional theme was a scene with a collegiate building that included a tower and banners with 
the institution’s logos.  All audio from the Group A University 1 TV spot was institutional 
themed.  Examples of audio were a narrator stating the name of the university and stating the 
university’s colors.  
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Table 5:  Phase I Group A University 1  
Themes Visual 
Frequency 
Visual 
Percent 
Audio 
Frequency 
Audio Percent 
Student     
     Academic 4 24% 0 0 
     Informational 0 0 0 0 
     Social 6 35% 0 0 
Institutional     
     Academic 1 6% 0 0 
     Athletic 0 0 0 0 
     Identification 6 35% 6 100% 
Global     
     Indicators 0 0 0 0 
     Issues 0 0 0 0 
Total 17 100% 6 100% 
  
 Group A University 2 TV spot had a total of 13 scenes.  Table 6 illustrates the 
frequencies and percentages found in the University 2 TV spot.   Visual global themes were 
more present in Group A University 2 TV spot than visual institutional and student themes.   A 
visual example of a global theme was a scene where a hand placed a square of solar panels on a 
spinning globe.  A visual example of a student theme was a scene with a hand playing a 
saxophone.  Group A University 2 TV spot used a narrator.  There were more audio student 
themes than audio institutional and global themes.  An example of an audio student theme was 
the phrase “minds on a mission” said by the narrator.  The example of an audio global theme was 
the narrator stating “this planet is a big one,” and an example of an audio institutional theme was 
the narrator stating the university’s name.     
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Table 6:  Phase I Group A University 2  
Themes Visual 
Frequency 
Visual 
Percent 
Audio 
Frequency 
Audio 
Percent 
Student     
     Academic 4 31% 8 47% 
     Informational 0 0 0 0 
     Social 0 0 1 6% 
Institutional     
     Academic 0 0 0 0 
     Athletic 0 0 0 0 
     Identification 0 0 3 18% 
Global     
     Indicators 5 38% 0 0 
     Issues 4 31% 5 29% 
Total 13 100% 17 100% 
 
 Group A University 3 TV spot had a total of 20 scenes.  Table 7 illustrates the 
frequencies and percentages found in Group A University 3 TV spot.  Visual student themes 
were more present in Group A University 3 TV spot than visual institutional and global themes.  
However, visual institutional themes were more present than visual global themes.  A visual 
student theme example was a scene with a student typing on a laptop and reading a book on a 
desk.  An example of a visual institutional theme was a scene with collegiate buildings and trees.  
Group A University 3 TV spot used a narrator.  There were more audio institutional themes than 
audio student and global themes, but there were more audio student themes than audio global 
themes.  An audio institutional theme example was the narrator stating the university’s name.  
Other examples were the narrator stating “achievement” for audio student theme example, and 
narrator stating “provide for a better tomorrow” for the audio global theme.   
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Table 7:  Phase I Group A University 3  
Themes Visual 
Frequency 
Visual 
Percent 
Audio 
Frequency 
Audio 
Percent 
Student     
     Academic 7 35% 7 37% 
     Informational 0 0 0 0 
     Social 4 20% 0 0 
Institutional     
     Academic 3 15% 7 37% 
     Athletic 0 0 0 0 
     Identification 5 25% 2 10% 
Global     
     Indicators 0 0 0 0 
     Issues 1 5% 3 16% 
Total 20 100% 19 100% 
  
 Group B consisted of three universities who are regionally accredited by the North 
Central Association of Colleges and Schools (NCACS).  
 Group B University 1 TV spot had a total of 20 scenes.  Table 8 illustrates the 
frequencies and percentages found in Group B University 1 TV spot.  Visual student themes 
were more present in Group B University 1 TV spot than visual global themes, and no visual 
institutional themes were present.  An example of a visual student theme was where a scene with 
three students wearing graduation regalia standing in a fountain formed the letters of the 
university’s name while including a fountain in the spelling.  The lone visual global theme 
involved a scene with several people forming the letters of the university’s name with their 
bodies in front of the Eiffel Tower.  For audio themes, no narrator existed, and only one scene at 
the end of Group B University 1 TV spot had several people not identified yelling the 
university’s name.  This example was an audio student theme.   
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Table 8:  Phase I Group B University 1  
Themes Visual 
Frequency 
Visual 
Percent 
Audio 
Frequency 
Audio 
Percent 
Student     
     Academic 3 15% 0 0 
     Informational 0 0 0 0 
     Social 15 75% 0 0 
Institutional     
     Academic 0 0 0 0 
     Athletic 0 0 0 0 
     Identification 0 0 1 100% 
Global     
     Indicators 2 10% 0 0 
     Issues 0 0 0 0 
Total 20 100% 1 100% 
  
 Group B University 2 TV spot had a total of 9 scenes.  Table 9 illustrates the frequencies 
and percentages found in the Group B University 2 TV spot.  Visual student themes were the 
only visual themes present in Group B University 2 TV spot.  An example of a visual student 
theme was where a scene had an instructor presenting to a classroom that included a skeleton 
model and posters of the human body.  There were more audio student themes than audio 
institutional themes, and no audio global themes were present.  Group B University TV spot had 
a narrator.  An example of an audio student theme was where the narrator stated, “change 
major,” and an audio institutional theme example was the narrator stating the university’s name.   
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Table 9:  Phase I Group B University 2  
Themes Visual 
Frequency 
Visual 
Percent 
Audio 
Frequency 
Audio 
Percent 
Student     
     Academic 5 50% 7 41% 
     Informational 4 40% 9 53% 
     Social 0 0 0 0 
Institutional     
     Academic 0 0 0 0 
     Athletic 0 0 0 0 
     Identification 1 10% 1 6% 
Global     
     Indicators 0 0 0 0 
     Issues 0 0 0 0 
Total 10 100% 17 100% 
    
 Group B University 3 TV spot had a total of 15 scenes.  Table 10 illustrates the 
frequencies and percentages found in Group B University 3 TV spot.  Visual student themes 
were more present than visual institutional themes, but no visual global themes were present in 
Group B University 3 TV spot.  An example of a visual student theme was a scene where two 
students are dancing individually in a dance room.  The visual institutional theme example was a 
scene with collegiate buildings and the text stating the name of the university in the scene.  
Group B University 3 TV spot did have a narrator, but was not present visually.  There were 
more audio institutional themes than audio student themes, but no audio global themes were 
present.  An example of an audio institutional theme was when the narrator stated “number one 
in the nation.”  The audio student theme example was when the narrator stated, “cost to 
students.”   
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Table 10:  Phase I Group B University 3  
Themes Visual 
Frequency 
Visual 
Percent 
Audio 
Frequency 
Audio 
Percent 
Student     
     Academic 1 7% 3 25% 
     Informational 0 0 0 0 
     Social 7 46% 2 17% 
Institutional     
     Academic 3 20% 4 33% 
     Athletic 0 0 0 0 
     Identification 4 27% 3 25% 
Global     
     Indicators 0 0 0 0 
     Issues 0 0 0 0 
Total 15 100% 12 100% 
  
 Group C consisted of three universities who are regionally accredited by the Western 
Association of Schools and Colleges (WASC).   
 Group C University 1 TV spot had a total of 6 scenes.  Table 11 illustrates the 
frequencies and percentages found in Group C University 1 TV spot.  There were more visual 
global themes than visual institutional themes, but there were no visual student themes in Group 
C University 1 TV spot.  An example of a visual global theme was where a scene had two 
students were in a field of windmills studying information in a binder.  For the visual 
institutional example, it was a scene where the screen background was black and the university’s 
logo was present.  Group C University 1 TV spot included a narrator that was not visually 
present.  More audio global themes were identified than audio institutional and student themes.  
The example of an audio global theme was when the narrator stated “world around us.”  For an 
audio institutional example, it was the narrator stating university’s name.  The audio student 
example was the narrator stating “possibilities.”   
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Table 11:  Phase I Group C University 1  
Themes Visual 
Frequency 
Visual 
Percent 
Audio 
Frequency 
Audio 
Percent 
Student     
     Academic 0 0 1 10% 
     Informational 0 0 0 0 
     Social 0 0 0 0 
Institutional     
     Academic 0 0 0 0 
     Athletic 0 0 0 0 
     Identification 1 17% 1 10% 
Global     
     Indicators 0 0 0 0 
     Issues 5 83% 8 80% 
Total 6 100% 10 100% 
  
 Group C University 2 TV spot had a total of 11 scenes.  Table 12 illustrates the 
frequencies and percentages found in Group C University 2 TV spot.  More visual student 
themes were in Group C University 2 TV spot than visual global themes.  There were no visual 
institutional themes.  A narrator was used in Group C University 2 TV spot, but that person was 
not visually present.  There were more audio student themes than audio institutional themes.  
Group C University 2 TV spot did not have any audio global themes.  An example of an audio 
student theme was the narrator stating, “This is how you change everything.”  The audio 
institutional theme example was when the narrator stated the university’s name.   
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Table 12:  Phase I Group C University 2  
Themes Visual 
Frequency 
Visual 
Percent 
Audio 
Frequency 
Audio 
Percent 
Student     
     Academic 5 42% 7 39% 
     Informational 0 0 0 0 
     Social 5 42% 10 56% 
Institutional     
     Academic 0 0 0 0 
     Athletic 0 0 0 0 
     Identification 1 8% 1 5% 
Global     
     Indicators 0 0 0 0 
     Issues 1 8% 0 0 
Total 12 100% 18 100% 
  
 Group C University 3 TV spot had a total of 11 scenes.  Table 13 illustrates the 
frequencies and percentages found in Group C University 3 TV spot.  There were more visual 
institutional themes than visual student themes while there were no visual global themes.  An 
example of a visual institutional theme was a scene where text appears on the screen stating 
“Among the top 100 universities in the world.”  A visual student theme was a scene that had 
several students reading books in a library.  Group C University 3 TV spot did not have a 
narrator or any spoken language during the TV spot.  Therefore, no codes or themes were applied 
to audio content.   
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Table 13:  Phase I Group C University 3  
Themes Visual 
Frequency 
Visual 
Percent 
Audio 
Frequency 
Audio 
Percent 
Student     
     Academic 4 37% 0 0 
     Informational 0 0 0 0 
     Social 1 9% 0 0 
Institutional     
     Academic 2 18% 0 0 
     Athletic 2 18% 0 0 
     Identification 2 18% 0 0 
Global     
     Indicators 0 0 0 0 
     Issues 0 0 0 0 
Total 11 100% 0 0 
 
Phase II:  One-on-One Interviews 
 In Phase II, one-on-one interviews were conducted to determine what themes viewers 
perceived from the university TV spots.  The results from Phase II included analyzing interviews 
of participants who reviewed three university TV spots based on regional accreditation from 
Phase I of this research.  There were nine participants who were interviewed individually.  Of the 
nine participants, three viewed university TV spots from Group A, three viewed university TV 
spots from Group B, and three viewed university TV spots from Group C.  The participants were 
grouped together based on geographical location in relation to the university’s regional 
accrediting body.  The interviews were tape-recorded and then transcribed. The following is a list 
of questions asked to each participant:   
• What did you see visually in the university TV spot?  Please describe in detail. 
• What did you hear audibly in the university TV spot?  Please describe in detail. 
• Did you find any themes throughout the university TV spot?  If so, please describe in 
detail. 
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 Phase I Codes and themes were applied to Phase II data.  No additional codes or themes 
were needed as a result of the Phase II data. 
 Three participants were selected to provide their perceptions relevant to the themes 
present for Group A universities.  
 After three participants reviewed the TV spots for Group A University 1, Table 14 
illustrates the codes and themes that were present in the transcriptions from the participants’ 
interviews.  An example of a student theme said by a participant was “I see a professor 
lecturing.”  A participant said, “I see images of collegiate buildings and tower,” which was an 
institutional theme example.   
Table 14:  Phase II Group A University 1  
Student Themes Institutional Themes Global Themes 
Academic 
     Student passive learning 
     Student success 
 
Social 
     Student Athletes 
     Spirit groups 
     Students socializing 
      
Identification 
     University buildings 
     University colors 
     University logo 
     University name 
     University quad 
 
  
 After three participants reviewed the TV spots for Group A University 2, Table 15 
illustrates the codes and themes that were present in the transcriptions from the participants’ 
interviews.  The example stated by a participant that was identified as a global theme was “I see 
a globe spinning.”  A participant said, “I see the university logo,” which was an institutional 
theme example.  For a student theme example, participant said, “I see text stating, ‘mind on a 
mission.’” 
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Table 15:  Phase II Group A University 2  
Student Themes Institutional Themes Global Themes 
Academic 
     Student passive learning 
Identification 
     University logo 
Issues 
     Animal preservation 
     Nature preservation 
  
 After three participants reviewed the TV spots for Group A University 3, Table 16 
illustrates the codes and themes that were present in the transcriptions from the participants’ 
interviews.  An example of a student theme said by a participant was “I see students studying 
together.”  A participant said, “I heard the narrator say ‘leading the way,’” which was an 
institutional theme example.  The example stated by a participant that was identified as a global 
theme was “I see solar-energy panels.” 
Table 16:  Phase II Group A University 3  
Student Themes Institutional Themes Global Themes 
Academic 
      Student passive learning 
      Student success 
 
Informational 
     Students programs 
     Alumni participation 
Academic 
     University success 
 
Identification 
     University buildings 
     University colors 
     University logo 
     University name 
Issues 
     Nature preservation 
  
 Three participants were selected to provide their perceptions relevant to the themes 
present for Group B universities. 
 After three participants reviewed the TV spots for Group B University 1, Table 17 
illustrates the codes and themes that were present in the transcriptions from the participants’ 
interviews.  The example stated by a participant that was identified as a student theme was “I see 
students in graduation regalia.”  A participant said, “I see the university logo,” which was an 
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institutional theme example.  An example of a global theme was a participant stating, “I see the 
Eiffel Tower.”   
Table 17:  Phase II Group B University 1  
Student Themes Institutional Themes Global Themes 
Academic 
     Student active learning 
     Student success 
 
Social 
     Students cheering 
Identification 
     University logo 
     University name 
Indicators 
     Foreign monuments 
  
 After three participants reviewed the TV spots for Group B University 2, Table 18 
illustrates the codes and themes that were present in the transcriptions from the participants’ 
interviews.  An example of a student theme stated by a participant was “I see text stating, ‘more 
than 150 majors offered.’”  The example stated by a participant that was identified as an 
institutional theme was “I heard the narrator say the university’s name.”   
Table 18:  Phase II Group B University 2  
Student Themes Institutional Themes Global Themes 
Academic 
     Student active learning 
     Student passive learning 
     Student success 
 
Informational 
     Alumni participation 
     Student programs 
 
Social 
     Students socializing 
Identification 
     University logo 
     University name 
 
  
 After three participants reviewed the TV spots for Group B University 3, Table 19 
illustrates the codes and themes that were present in the transcriptions from the participants’ 
interviews.  An example of a student theme example was a participant stating, “I see 
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cheerleaders cheering.”  For an example of an institutional theme, a participant said, “I see 
collegiate buildings.”   
Table 19:  Phase II Group B University 3  
Student Themes Institutional Themes Global Themes 
Academic 
     Student active learning 
     Student passive learning 
 
Informational 
     Student costs 
 
Social 
     Spirit groups 
     Students socializing 
Academic 
     University rankings 
     University success 
 
Identification 
     University buildings 
     University colors 
     University logo 
     University name 
     University quad 
      
 
  
 Three participants were selected to provide their perceptions relevant to the themes 
present for Group C universities. 
  After three participants reviewed the TV spots for Group C University 1, Table 20 
illustrates the codes and themes that were present in the transcriptions from the participants’ 
interviews.  The example stated by a participant that was identified as a global theme was “I see 
students off campus working in a field with windmills.”  For an institutional theme example, a 
participant said, “I see the university logo.”  A participant stated, “I hear the narrator say, 
‘possibilities,’” which was a student theme example.    
Table 20:  Phase II Group C University 1  
Student Themes Institutional Themes Global Themes 
 Identification 
     University colors 
     University logo 
     University name 
Issues 
     Alternative energy   
     Food shortages    
     Nature preservation 
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 After three participants reviewed the TV spots for Group C University 2, Table 21 
illustrates the codes and themes that were present in the transcriptions from the participants’ 
interviews.  An example of a student theme was a participant stating, “I see a student running on 
a track.”  The institutional theme example was a participant stating, “I see the university logo.”   
Table 21:  Phase II Group C University 2  
Student Themes Institutional Themes Global Themes 
Academic 
     Student active learning 
     Student passive learning 
     Student success 
 
Informational 
     Student programs 
 
Social 
     Students socializing 
Identification 
     University logo 
     University name 
 
  
 After three participants reviewed the TV spots for Group C University 3, Table 22 
illustrates the codes and themes that were present in the transcriptions from the participants’ 
interviews.  The example of a student theme was a participant stating, “I see student socializing 
in a commons area.”  For an institutional theme example, a participant stated, “I see text stating, 
‘Among the top 100 universities in the world.’”   
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Table 22:  Phase II Group C University 3  
Student Themes Institutional Themes Global Themes 
Academic 
     Student passive learning 
 
Social 
     Students socializing 
 
Academic 
     University rankings 
     University success 
 
Athletic 
     Athletic stadium 
     Athletic success 
 
Identification 
     University logo 
    University name 
 
  
 Group C University 3 did not have a narrator or any spoken language during the TV spot.  
Therefore, no codes or themes were applied to audio content.   
University Official Themes 
 Each university included in the sample was contacted and asked to identify the official 
theme or themes for their respective university TV spot.  Individuals who responded were 
university officials employed in departments or offices such as marketing or public affairs that 
were responsible for producing and orchestrating the TV spot.  As in Phase I and Phase II, 
universities were grouped together based on their regional accrediting agency.  Each respective 
university official provided the official theme for their university’s TV spot as seen in Table 23.  
It also answers the research question, “What is the official theme the university has assigned for 
university TV spot?” 
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Table 23:  University Official Themes 
Institution Official Themes Regional Accreditation 
Group A University 1 Recruit New Students SACS 
Group A University 2 National Positioning SACS 
Group A University 3 General Image SACS 
   
Group B University 1 Brand and Image NCACS 
Group B University 2 Recruit New Students  NCACS 
Group B University 3 Recruit New Students and 
Institutional Image 
NCACS 
   
Group C University 1 Recruit New Students WASC 
Group C University 2 Recruit New Students WASC 
Group C University 3 Institutional Reputation WASC 
  
Triangulation of Data 
 Findings in Phase I indicated that three themes (student, institutional, and global) 
emerged from the data.  From the three themes, codes were identified and used to label scenes of 
the university TV spots, both visual and audio.  Findings in Phase II indicated that the viewers’ 
perception of the university TV spots through one-on-one interviews.  Transcriptions of the one-
on-one interviews were coded based on the emergent codes and themes from Phase I.  
Participants in the one-on-one interviews observed both visual and audio content of the 
university TV spot.  The following sections triangulate the data to answer the research questions, 
“How compatible are viewer perceived themes and the official theme assigned by the 
university?”  
Group A University 1 
 The official theme for Group A University 1 was to recruit more students, which was 
provided by a university official of that institution.  The findings from Phase I corresponded with 
the university official theme.  The TV spot placed emphasis on attracting students to the 
institution through students socializing and students learning, and it also included highlights of 
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the institution through university buildings and quads.  Phase II also corresponded with the 
university official theme as the findings reflected what was found in Phase I.  The triangulation 
of Phase I and Phase II with the university official theme provided evidence that correspondence 
existed between each data source.  The research found that Group A University 1 was a 
successful university TV spot.   
Group A University 2 
 A university official of Group A University 2 provided the official theme of national 
positioning.  The findings from Phase I was not in correspondence with the university official 
theme.  The TV spot emphasized how the university was beneficial to global deficiencies such as 
alternative energy and nature preservation.  Phase II also corresponded with the results of Phase I 
but not the university official theme.  The triangulation of Phase I and Phase II with the 
university official theme provided no evidence that correspondence existed between each data 
source.  The research found that Group A University 2 was an unsuccessful university TV spot. 
Group A University 3 
 The official theme for Group A University 3 was general image, which was provided by a 
university official of that institution.  The findings from Phase I corresponded with the university 
official theme.  The TV spot placed emphasis on the institution but also included student and 
global aspects.  Phase II also corresponded with the university official theme as the findings 
reflected what was found in Phase I.  Again, the TV spot accentuated the institution and its 
impact both internally and externally.  The triangulation of Phase I and Phase II with the 
university official theme provided evidence that correspondence existed between each data 
source.  The research found that Group A University 3 was a successful university TV spot.   
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Group B University 1 
 Group B University 1 had an official theme of brand and image, which was provided by a 
university official of that institution.  The findings from Phase I corresponded with the university 
official theme.  The TV spot emphasized the university’s state, which is used in the university’s 
name.  Also, it highlighted students who make up the institution.  Phase II also corresponded 
with the university official theme as the findings reflected what was found in Phase I.  Again, the 
TV spot was about the brand and image of the university.  The triangulation of Phase I and Phase 
II with the university official theme provided evidence that correspondence existed between each 
data source.  The research found that Group B University 1 was a successful university TV spot.   
Group B University 2 
 A university official of Group B University 2 provided the official theme of recruit new 
students.  The findings from Phase I corresponded with the university official theme.  The TV 
spot had an emphasis on students and all of the university’s student programs and student 
services.  Phase II also corresponded with the university official theme as the findings reflected 
what was found in Phase I.  Again, the TV spot accentuated student programs and student 
services.  The triangulation of Phase I and Phase II with the university official theme provided 
evidence that correspondence existed between each data source.  The research found that Group 
B University 2 was a successful university TV spot. 
Group B University 3 
 The official theme for Group B University 3 was to recruit new students and institutional 
image, which was provided by a university official of that institution.  The findings from Phase I 
corresponded with the university official theme.  The TV spot highlighted student activities, 
student cost, and student success as well as university success.  University rankings and 
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university success were used to represent university success.  Phase II also corresponded with the 
university official theme as the findings reflected what was found in Phase I.  Again, the TV spot 
was about a variety of student aspects but also included university success.  The triangulation of 
Phase I and Phase II with the university official theme provided evidence that correspondence 
existed between each data source.  The research found that Group B University 3 was a 
successful university TV spot. 
Group C University 1 
 A university official of Group C University 1 provided the official theme of recruit new 
students.  The findings from Phase I was not in correspondence with the university official 
theme.  The TV spot accentuated global deficiencies such as nature preservation and food 
shortages but had little content about students.  Phase II also did not correspond with the 
university official theme as the findings reflected what was found in Phase I.  Again, the TV spot 
had an emphasis on global deficiencies with little attention toward students.  The triangulation of 
Phase I and Phase II with the university official theme provided no evidence that a 
correspondence existed between each data source.  The research found that Group C University 1 
was an unsuccessful university TV spot. 
Group C University 2 
 Group C University 2 had an official theme of recruit new students, which was provided 
by a university official of that institution.  The findings from Phase I corresponded with the 
university official theme.  The TV spot highlighted student aspects with little attention given to 
the institution.  Most of the emphasis was placed on students such as students socializing and 
student learning.  Phase II also corresponded with the university official theme as the findings 
reflected what was found in Phase I.  The emphasis was on students and a little about the 
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institution.  The triangulation of Phase I and Phase II with the university official theme provided 
evidence that a correspondence existed between each data source.  The research found that 
Group C University 2 was a successful university TV spot.   
Group C University 3 
 The official theme for Group C University 3 was institutional reputation, which was 
provided by a university official of that institution.  The findings from Phase I corresponded with 
the university official theme.  The TV spot accentuated institutional aspects such as university 
rankings and university success with little attention toward students such as student activities.  
Phase II also corresponded with the university official theme as the findings reflected what was 
found in Phase I.  Again, the TV spot was about university rankings and university success with 
little student aspects.  The triangulation of Phase I and Phase II with the university official theme 
provided evidence that a correspondence existed between each data source.  The research found 
that Group C University 3 was a successful university TV spot.   
 By using a content analysis of the university TV spots and thematic analysis of the one-
on-one interviews with individuals who viewed the university TV spots, the results of this 
research were presented in this chapter. 
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CHAPTER 5 
CONCLUSIONS, IMPLICATIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
 
 This chapter presents conclusions, implications for practice, and recommendations for 
future research.  The purpose of this research was to analyze TV spots of public universities who 
participate in the National Collegiate Athletic Association (NCAA) Division I Football Bowl 
Subdivision and determine if university TV spots were successful based on the extent of 
correspondance between the official theme identified by the university and how a viewing 
audience perceived the university TV spot.  This research followed a qualitative paradigm that 
consisted of two phases of data collection and analysis.  During Phase I a content analysis of the 
TV spots was implemented followed by Phase II, during which one-on-one interviews were 
conducted with viewers of the TV spots.  The final component triangulated the correspondence 
of Phase I and Phase II with the university’s official theme of the TV spot.   
Conclusions 
What themes do viewers perceive? 
 The research categorized the universities into three different regions based on their 
regional accreditation, which are southern, north central, and western.  Based on the university 
groups based on their respective regions, the subsequent discussions look at comparisons within 
each group of universities as well as comparisons between regional groups of universities.   
 The southern region universities used all three themes in the university TV spots.  For 
two of the southern universities, there was an emphasis on students and the institution.  These 
universities aimed at communicating directly to current and potential students as well as to 
stakeholders who may be interested in institutional aspects.  Stakeholders included but were not 
limited to state government, alumni, and industry partners.  Some of the predominant student 
themes included students socializing and wearing graduation regalia.  For the institutional 
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themes, the predominant themes were university buildings and stating the university name.  
However, student themes such as academic and social were prevalent over the institutional 
themes.  The remaining southern university placed emphasis on global issues such as images of 
the earth and preserving endangered animals.  There was an effort to communicate about how the 
university is connected to global issues such as preserving endangered animals.  The southern 
region concluded with two universities balancing student and institutional messages while the 
third university communicated a global message.   
 For the three universities from the north central region, the universities were different 
from the southern universities.  This group of universities only used student and institutional 
themes in their university TV spots.  For two of the north central universities, there was a strong 
emphasis placed on students such as students hanging out on and off campus and student 
program majors available.  These two north central universities used predominant themes of 
student academics, student socializing, and student information.  The remaining north central 
university divided its emphasis between student and institutional messages.  It aimed to 
communicate about the university success as well as student success.  The north central region 
concluded with two universities focusing on student messages while the third university 
communicated a message that balanced student and institutional aspects.   
 The three universities from the western region were each unique.  This particular group 
of universities had a different emphasis for each of the three western universities.  There was one 
university with an emphasis on communicating a global message, which is similar to one of the 
southern universities.  The predominant global themes were global issues such as handling 
hunger crisis and alternative energies to better the environment.  Then there was a western 
university that placed emphasis on communicating student messages, and that is similar to two of 
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the north central universities.  Students engaged in active learning and students socializing 
depicted predominant themes for this university.  Finally, the third western university had a 
balanced emphasis between student and institutional themes that is similar to two of the southern 
universities.  The predominant student themes involved student academics as well as institutional 
themes such as university academics.  Student academics differed from university academics in 
that it emphasized student learning and student scholarships.  University academics emphasized 
achievements such as rankings.   
 Overall, the prevalent themes across all the university TV spots used for this research 
were those that involved students themes.  Universities sought to reach out and attract students 
through the messages communicated through their university TV spot.  The other themes not so 
prevalent were those that sought to reach a variety of stakeholders beyond just students.   
How do viewer-perceived themes correspond with the official theme assigned by the 
university? 
 The research found that seven out of the total nine university TV spots were successful.  
The success of the seven university TV spots was the result of the university official establishing 
a theme to the university TV spot and the viewers’ perception of the theme corresponding.  Of 
the three regional groups, all three institutions in the north central region corresponded between 
the university official theme and viewers’ perceptions of the theme.  Two of the university TV 
spots were unsuccessful.  One unsuccessful university TV spot was in southern region and the 
other unsuccessful university TV spot was in the western region.   
 Each university in the southern region had a different university official theme.  The three 
university official themes were the recruitment of new students, national positioning, and general 
image.  Viewers’ perceived themes of each university TV spot in the southern region were 
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student, global, and institutional, respectively.  One southern university had a national 
positioning official theme but failed to utilize content with emphasis on the university.  Rather, it 
emphasized external aspects associated with global issues such as preserving endangered 
animals.  As a result, the viewing audience did not successfully receive the purpose of the TV 
spot from that particular southern university.  The three southern universities provided three 
different TV spots as each one was different and did not cross-correspond between university TV 
spots.   
 Two north central universities had similar university official themes, which were the 
recruitment of new students and recruit new students and institutional image.  The third north 
central university had a university official theme of brand and image.  Viewers’ perceived 
themes for each university TV spot in the north central region were student and institutional, 
student, and student and institutional, respectively.  All three north central universities 
corresponded with its university official theme, and all three involved student themes.  Unlike 
the southern universities, the north central universities had similar themes across the university 
TV spots.  In addition, all three north central universities successfully communicated its TV spot 
to the viewing audience.   
 Two western universities had identical university official themes, which was to recruit 
new students.  The third western university had a university official theme that emphasized 
institutional reputation.  Viewers’ perceived themes for each university TV spot in the western 
region were global, student, and institutional, respectively.  One western university had a recruit 
new students official theme, but failed to utilize content that emphasized student themes such as 
student activities, student services, and students learning.  Rather, it emphasized external aspects 
associated with global issues such as alternative energy and hunger crisis.  As a result, the 
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viewing audience did not successfully receive the meaning of the university TV spot that the 
western university wanted to communicate.  Each western university TV spots had a different 
viewer perceived theme compared to the southern and north central regions, but the western 
region included an unsuccessful university TV spot similar to the southern region.  The 
universities in the north central region were the only group to have similar TV spots across each 
university within its region.  Both the southern and western universities had TV spots with 
different themes within its respective region.  Although each university in both the southern and 
western regions are a public institution classified by the Carnegie Basic Classification of 
Institutions of Higher Education as very high research activity, the findings illustrate that 
universities produce TV spots with a variety of different themes. 
 College football is a popular sporting event that attracts a large viewing audience (Bok, 
2003; Oriard, 1993; Oriard, 2009).  People can view college football games live in person as well 
as via radio, television, and Internet (Toma, 1999).  By analyzing the history of college football 
and the media’s influence, college football and its universities have taken advantage of the 
commercial opportunities that made it into the entertainment spectacle that it is today (Smith, 
2001; Wenner, 1989).  As a result, college football has established both an institutional 
significance to the university and a social significance to the general public (Toma, 1999; Raney, 
2006). 
 Universities navigate through markets looking for advertising opportunities and also seek 
to generate alternative revenues, especially during times of economic hardships (Anctil, 2008; 
Bok, 2003; Weisbrod, Ballou, & Asch, 2008).  The social significance of college football draws 
media attention and provides opportunities for universities to advertise to a large viewing 
audience.  Through contractual relationships with broadcast companies, universities that 
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participate in the National Collegiate Athletic Association (NCAA) Division I Football Bowl 
Subdivision are able to create university TV spots that are aired by the broadcast companies 
during live televised college football games.  University TV spots are a form of advertisement 
that communicates between the university and the viewing audience, and communication models 
provide assistance with understanding the source, channel, receiver, feedback, and context as it 
relates to TV spots (Shannon & Weaver, 1949; Heath & Bryant, 2000).    
 College football has transformed itself over its history and will continue to be 
transformed by new media outlets and new advertising opportunities.  Additionally, Universities 
that participate in these advertising opportunities will be exposed to the changes in college 
football.  This research provided an understanding of how universities are currently utilizing 
university TV spots aired during college football games and a process for determining the 
success of university TV spots.  Each year universities review and prepare for the next year’s 
advertising opportunities such as university TV spots.  As university TV spot opportunities 
continue to grow and expand, it is more important than ever that universities take advantage of 
these opportunities as well as successfully utilize these opportunities.   
Implications for Practice 
 Based upon the findings from this research, the following discussions suggest practicable 
implications for future university TV spots.   
 Universities can develop visual and audio content that accurately represents the 
university official theme decided upon by the university officials.  Through focus groups, 
universities can gain viewer perceptions before airing their TV spot to a viewing audience.  This 
process would strengthen the success of the university TV spot, which is the university official 
theme corresponding with viewer perceived themes.   
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 The viewing audience is important to consider when producing a university TV spot.  
Viewing audiences can be tied to a geographical location such as region or to a national or global 
audience.  Also, the context in which the viewing audience views the university TV spot is 
another consideration.  University TV spots can air during a variety of television broadcasts, and 
it also allows the university to choose its target audience.   
 Universities can also can review and analyze similar universities and their TV spots.  
Groups of universities organized by regional accreditation, athletic conferences, and the like are 
some examples of identifying similar universities for reviewing their university TV spots.  This 
process can also include identifying the trends and patterns of university TV spots produced by 
similar universities.   
 Finally, efficient use of available airtime is something to consider when producing a 
university TV spot.  The small windows that are available for airing university TV spots need to 
be utilized efficiently.  There may be a particular theme a university would like to communicate, 
but understanding the available airtime and what can be communicated during that airtime will 
enable the university official theme to be communicated successfully.   
Recommendations for Future Research 
 Based on the results of this research, several recommendations are offered for further 
research on university TV spots.  First, future researchers may consider investigating whether the 
funding source to produce the university TV spot influences the themes used in university TV 
spots.  As universities struggle financially, universities seek alternative revenues to fund 
activities such as university TV spots.  Some forms of private funding may influence how the 
funds are spent.  What trends or patterns are found across university TV spots funded by state 
funds versus those spots funded by private organizations?   
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 Similar to the first recommendation, universities may use funding resources to purchase 
additional airtime for a university TV spot during a college football game.  What trends or 
patterns are found across university TV spots on purchased airtime versus university TV spots 
presented on free airtime? 
 Thirdly, universities produce new TV spots each year.  Future researchers may examine 
the history of university TV spots over several college football seasons and examine how they 
have changed over time.  Are there any trends or patterns of university TV spots over multiple 
college football seasons? 
 A fourth recommendation would be for researchers to conduct a more interpretive 
analysis of viewer perceptions.  It would involve a larger scale study that looks beyond the 
manifest analysis of the content.  What underlying themes do viewers perceive about universities 
while watching university TV spots? 
 A fifth recommendation for future research is to examine the context of the university or 
region in relation to the university TV spot.  Context such as culture may provide a better 
understanding of the university’s purpose for its TV spot.  Does a university’s culture influence 
the content communicated through a university TV spot?  Do regional cultures influence the 
content communicated through a university TV spot? 
 Public universities who participate in the National Collegiate Athletic Association 
(NCAA) Division I Football Bowl Subdivision produce and air university TV spots during 
televised college football games.  There is variability across universities in the level of success 
achieved by their TV spots.  The findings from this research provide insight about the 
compatibility of the official themes of a group of universities with the viewers’ perceived 
themes.  With such a large viewing audience for approximately 30 seconds of airtime and 
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university funding associated with producing or outsourcing university TV spots, the results of 
this research warrants the significance of understanding university TV spots as well as continued 
research on university TV spots.   
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APPENDIX A 
University TV Spot Codebook 
 
 University TV Spot is a video of various visuals and audios compiled into approximately 
30 seconds that is aired during a live, televised college football game. 
 
2010 College Football Season 
 
University Name: 
 
1. Student Themes:  themes that represent university students. 
 
A. Academic Themes:  student themes associated with instruction, research, and 
service. 
a. Student active learning:  students participating in laboratory studies (e.g. 
chemistry labs). 
b. Student passive learning:  students participating in a lecture (e.g. a 
professor presenting in front of a class of students). 
c. Student success:  student scholarship awards and accomplishments (e.g. 
number of Rhodes Scholarships). 
 
B. Informational Themes:  student themes associated with student support services. 
a. Alumni participation:  membership services and alumni spokesperson 
(e.g. alumnus speaking). 
b. Student costs:  student tuition and fees for students (e.g. low cost 
education).   
c. Student programs:  student programs offered at a university (e.g. 
business and nursing programs). 
d. Student services:  student services offered at a university (e.g. financial 
aid and advising). 
 
C. Social Themes:  student themes associated with student extracurricular activities 
and gatherings. 
a. Student athletes:  students wearing university official athletic uniforms 
(e.g. college football players, baseball, and basketball). 
b. Students cheering:  students yelling and shouting together in excitement 
(e.g. cheering for their college football team). 
c. Spirit groups:  students participating in organized student groups (e.g. 
marching band or cheerleading squad). 
d. Students socializing:  students hanging out together and casually 
conversing (e.g. students casually hanging out in a commons area on 
campus).   
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2. Institutional Themes:  themes that represent the university. 
 
A. Academic:  institutional themes associated with university accomplishments and 
status. 
a. University rankings: university positioning in relation to peers (e.g. 
national rankings based on graduation rates). 
b. University success:  university accomplishments (e.g. economic benefits 
to the state’s economy). 
 
B. Athletic: institutional themes associated with athletic accomplishments and 
facilities. 
a. Athletic stadium: university athletic facilities (e.g. college football 
stadium). 
b. Athletic success: university athletic accomplishments (e.g. number of 
athletic championships won). 
 
C. Identification:  institutional themes associated with university images, facilities, 
and name. 
a. University buildings:  university buildings (e.g. university library). 
b. University colors: official university colors (e.g. official university 
colors). 
c. University logo:  official university logo (e.g. official university logo). 
d. University name:  official university name (e.g. official university 
name). 
e. University quad:  university grassy area surround by university buildings 
(e.g. university quad). 
 
3. Global Themes:  themes that represent global indicators and issues. 
 
A. Indicators:  global themes associated with global existence. 
a. Foreign monuments:  prominent structures outside of the United States 
(e.g. Eiffel Tower).   
b. Globe:  the world (e.g. earth). 
 
B. Issues:  global themes associate with global conscience. 
a. Alternative energy:  concepts or structures that generate alternative 
energy (e.g. windmills). 
b. Animal preservation:  concepts or facilities that assists animals in 
wildlife (e.g. sea turtles wildlife refuge).   
c. Food shortages:  concepts or images about world food shortages (e.g. 
food distribution). 
d. Nature preservation:  concepts or images about preserving nature (e.g. 
improving drinking water quality).   
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APPENDIX B 
IRB Approval 
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